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NON SEQUITUR by Wiley

BLONDIE by Dean Young and John Marshall

HI & LOIS by Chance Browne

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE by Chris Browne

SNUFFY SMITH by Fred Lasswell
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ACROSS
1 Cold pack
7 FDR’s successor

10 Letters of
acceptance

14 Moon: pref.
15 Tic-tac-toe win
16 Mayberry kid
17 Cranberry brand
19 Seine feeder
20 Describe vividly
21 Metal fastener
22 Kind of peace or ear
23 Son-in-law of

Muhammad
24 Pueblo tribe
25 Homer’s neighbor
26 Ride a sailboard
28 Letters in record

time?
31 Sharp cries
34 Meas. across
35 Adjective-forming

suffix
36 Loss of language

ability
39 Richly melodious
41 Half of CIV
42 Parabola
43 Proof of ownership
44 Dine
45 Circuit switches
49 Building add-on
51 “Mike Hammer” star

Keach
52 Bit of Morse Code
55 Variety show host
57 __ sapiens

58 __-majesty
59 Weather research

agcy.

60 Tsunamis
62 Fuzz
63 J. Hancocked?
64 Send abroad
65 Gaelic tongue
66 Expressions of

uncertainty
67 Australian

metropolis

DOWN
1 Luigi’s island
2 Rhodes of

scholarship
3 Varnish ingredient
4 Noggin
5 Bay State cape
6 Land o’ __!
7 Mounts
8 Detergent froth
9 Gift from Santa

10 Arledge of TV
sports

11 Marine mist
12 Workbench device
13 Legal equal
18 Cowboy’s chum

22 Ground troops
24 Having luscious lips
26 FDR program
27 __ de la Plata
29 Lynde or Reubens
30 French Ms.
31 Noted drama school
32 Upolu Island city
33 Horses on the sea
37 Not std.
38 Malcolm McDowell

movie
40 WWII soldiers
46 In conflict
47 “__ Sutra”
48 Nice schools
50 Purchase alternative
52 Baffin Island’s

neighbor
53 Rhone tributary
54 Irritable
55 Noun-forming suffix
56 Othello, e.g.
58 Cops of the W.

Coast
60 Either half of a fly?
61 Alphabet trio
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Bridge
by Frank Stewart

Can you set up a suit?

Eliminate foods that worsen symptoms
Dear Dr. Roach: I have

GERD. I’ve been on a proton
pump inhibitor for a month,
and though it’s quite effective,
I do not want to remain on it
because of the possible side
effects. Apart from Crestor,
I do not take any additional
medications.

I am trying to lower the
acidity in my foods and have
found that the Internet has
conflicting lists of acid con-
tent. Where do I find a list of
foods with their acid levels?
— M.W.

The lists I have seen of acid
foods on the Internet often
look at the pH of the ash
residue, meaning what is left
behind after foods are burned.
This bears no relationship
to how foods are used in the
body, and thus gives meaning-
less numbers. My advice is to
ignore the lists of acid content
in food, as acid content has
very little effect on symptoms
of esophageal reflux.

Some people with very
severe GERD will get imme-
diate pain after eating acidic
foods, such as strong lemon-
ade or orange juice, but not
all do.

Most people find that it’s
foods that weaken the lower
esophageal sphincter, the
valve-like muscle that should
keep stomach acid from going
backward into the esophagus,
that are problematic. These
may include chocolate, caf-
feine-containing beverages
and peppermint. Other people
note that high-fat foods seem
to worsen symptoms. This
possibly could be by inducing
acid secretion or by slowing
gastric emptying. In either
case, reducing fatty foods may
improve symptoms. Many
people find that carbonated
beverages distend the stom-
ach and worsen symptoms.

The point is, it’s far bet-
ter to selectively eliminate
foods that seem to worsen
your symptoms and then
determine whether symptoms
improve with their elimina-
tion. Rather than being con-
cerned about the acid level in
any given food, it makes the
most sense to simply limit the
foods that bother you.

Dear Dr. Roach: I have a
problem called syncope, or
collapse. Would you comment
on treatment, since I do a lot
of driving? It has happened
four times over the past 10
years. It is very scary. — A.D.

“Syncope” is the term used
for sudden loss of conscious-
ness. There are many causes,
ranging from not very wor-
risome to extremely so. The
most common, by far, is the
simple faint, caused by inter-
action between the heart and
blood vessels and the brain,
mediated by the vagus nerve.

Usually, a history and physi-
cal exam are all that is neces-
sary to make this diagnosis
with high certainty, but occa-
sionally some tests are needed
to be sure there is not a more
serious cause.

A simple faint when driv-
ing would be very rare, so
most people who faint do not
need to be concerned. Your
frequency of syncope is low
enough that if your doctor or
other provider has evaluated
you and made the diagnosis
of simple faint, you probably
don’t need to worry.

You do need to act if you
haven’t had an evaluation,
or if you have a history of
heart disease, which makes
more worrisome causes more
likely.

Your regular provider, a
family medicine doctor or an
internist probably is the best
place to start, and a cardiolo-
gist may be beneficial if there
are concerns after an evalu-
ation.

DENNIS THE MENACE by Hank Ketcham

THE FAMILY CIRCUS by Bil Keane

BEETLE BAILEY by Mort Walker
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based
on a 9x9 grid with several given num-
bers. The object is to place the numbers
1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each
row, each column and each 3x3 box con-
tains the same number only once. The
difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudoku
increases from Monday to Sunday.
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